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The Church of Saint Peter of the Valley

The Round Tower

The Castle

The Parish Church

The Gate of the Virgin Mary

The Mill Canal and the Private Washing Place
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1 The Verges Castle
Dating back to the Middle Ages, it has been declared Cultural Asset of National

Interest (BCIN). The first mention of the Castle appears in a document from the 11th

century. Within the 12th century lodgings the Count of Roussillon had in the County of
Empuries, we find references to the Castello Virginum. At the end of 19th century, it was
demolished and a new building was erected which today houses the Town Hall. Remains
from the original Castle can be seen on the preserved wall on the north side, just next
to the apse of the church.

2 The Parish Church of Saint Julian and Saint Basilissa
Inside the Parish Church,we can observe: the semicircular apse and the eastern

half of the nave in Romanesque style (12th - 13th c.). The rest of the nave, the side
chapels and the sacristy in Neo-gothic style (17th– 18th c.). The bell tower in Neoclassical
style (19th c.).At the beginning of the 20th century, a restoration of the central dome, the
side chapels and the façade rose window was led by the architect Rafael Masó.

3 The Gate of Virgin Mary (BCIN)

It is so called due to the image located on the niche at the top of the gate. It was
the main access road to the medieval village.

4 The Fortified Walls (BCIN)

The enclosure surrounding the medieval town consisted of different sections of
ramparts with loopholes and battlements which alternated with towers. Currently,we still
have six towers preserved from the Middle Ages (12th – 16th c.).

5 The Square Tower (13th-14th c.)

It is also called “tower of the hours” due to the clock which used to be at the
top. It has square floor plan with elongated loopholes suitable for the use of throwing
weapons. It has a height of 15 meters.

6 The Round Tower (15th-16th c.)

It is a tower with a circular floor plan and a slightly leaning base. We can notice
the round loopholes suitable for the use of firearms. It has a height of 12 meters.

7 The Watering Hole
Until the early 20th century, there was a little beach on this spot which gave the

cattle access to the water from the mill canal. Place names support this idea since the
“carrer dels bous” (Oxen Street) leads to the watering hole.We can find an entrance gate
to the old town, called “portal de l’abeurador” (Gate of the Watering Hole).

8 The Public Washing Place
Until the mid-20th century, local women came here to do their laundry together.

Nowadays, this is the spot where the traditional soup of Verges is cooked every year on
Mardi Gras.

9 Historical Moat of the Medieval Ramparts
The section of the mill canal which runs parallel to the “carrer del rec del molí”

(The Mill Canal Street) and “carrer de la font” (Fountain Street) corresponds to the moat
of the old town walls. This moat surrounded the whole medieval village.

10 The Private Washing Places (BCIN)

They are located inside the irrigation canal next to the section of the old
ramparts. In order to wash the clothes, women had to get in the water stepping on
a ledge, which can still be seen when the canal carries little water. According to the
historian Josep Pella i Forgas, this is a system only to be found inVerges, around the town
of Flaçà and in the Basque Country.

11 The Mill (BCIN)

This building has hadmany different alterations throughout the 18th, 19th and
20th centuries. From a rice and flour mill to a hydroelectric power station which operated
until recently. In this place, we could find the “portal del Molí” (The Gate of the Mill) which
worked as the south access to the walled town.

12 Can Punton House (19th c.)

This house belonged to the father’s family of the writer Caterina Albert and
was later donated to the town council. The four-storey building has a neoclassical façade

and an interior decoration in Pompeian style. The south side bears a pictorial character
given by a courtyard, a porch and a bridge with two buttresses which crosses the mill
canal. It was built upon ancient constructions which leant on the 16th century ramparts
and on a building from the 17th century which remains visible on the north side. It is
located next to one of the old entrance gates of the town. In 1868, the actual building
was consolidated.

Town Centre

The Valley
The Church of Saint Peter of the Valley (10th-11th c.)

According to a local belief, this little Romanesque church with semicircular apse was the
former parish church of the whole Verges municipality. Refurbishment works were carried
out between 1986 and 1987.

The Rectory of Saint Peter (16th c.)

It should be pointed out the heraldic coat of arms located on the lintel of the south
window, related to the same noble family whose shield appears in many buildings in town.

Festivities and traditions which make us unique…

The Soup of Verges
Mardi Gras. This soup is the reminder of an ancient
tradition where the feudal lords provided local people
with a meal. Nowadays, it is organized collectively once
a year for Carnival, on Shrove Tuesday.

Easter Procession
Maundy Thursday. The Procession of Verges is a
theatrical representation of the life and passion of Jesus
Christ. The events begin in the afternoon with a parade
of the Manages (roman soldiers) who tour around
town to collect the religious floats and take them to
the church in formation. Later, the medieval old town
provides a natural setting for the performance which
takes place in the scenic space of the Main Square with
the town walls and the fortified medieval towers. Finally,
the Procession continues along the picturesque streets
and alleys of the village.
The Children’s Procession. On Holy Saturday
afternoon, the children of the village carry out the same
performance than on Thursday, but in a smaller scale.
The town is full with people who show the same joy and
enthusiasm that on Maundy Thursday.

The Dance of Death
Maundy Thursday. This is a scene with lots of ancient
and unique symbolismwhich features in the Procession
of Verges. Nowadays, it is composed of ten characters.
Five skeletons dance to the sound of a skeleton with a
drum and take the form of a cross.The main part of The
Dance of Death is performed by two adult characters,
one with a scythe bearing the inscription NeminiParco
(death does not forgive anyone) and, another with a
black flag with the inscription lotempsesbreu(lifecan
be short). Then, there are three children, two skeletons
who carry a dish with ashes; and a third dancer with an
ancient clock without hands. They are escorted by four
more skeletons with torches that illuminate the scene
and create a gloomy atmosphere.

Needlework Fair and Festival
June. Discover the work of needlework by means of
this unique Festival: exhibitions, bobbin lace making,
workshops, the best craftsmen masters, and an area to
exchange ideas and opinions. More info at:
http://laborsemporda.blogspot.com/

Antique Market. Every Sunday.
Antiques, art and vintage.

Weekly Market. Every Tuesday.
Roser Festivity. Third weekend in September.
Saint JulianMain Festivity. First weekend
in January..

* Photos: Tino Soriano,
all rights reserved to La Processó de Verges.


